Hot Mix Program - Candidate Road Selection Process

1. **STEP 1**: Is Road Segment PQI <50 for Local or <65 for Arterial/Collector?
   - NO: Not Current Annual Candidate
   - YES: Proceed to next step.

2. **STEP 2**: Rank Road Segments based on % below Desirable PQI Thresholds
   - Set Candidate List based on current Budget amount.

3. **STEP 3**: Validate/Adjust List with Field Review
   - Filter List for:
     - coordinated work - add or defer
     - add additional adjacent road segments

4. **STEP 4**: Propose Roads for Annual Program

5. **STEP 5**:

---

**Desirable PQI Thresholds**
- Not Current
- Annual Candidate

**Percentage Below Desirable PQI**

---
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